Assistive Technology: Behavior

1. All-Turn-It Spinner by Able Net: The switch-activated All-Turn-It Spinner, with built-in external switch jack, enables random selections for choosing groups or playing games of chance like bingo. Overlays made with Reusable Vinyl Stickers can be a learning tool for basic concepts like numbers, colors and shapes, or skills such as matching, sorting and sequencing. It's so easy to set up; a student's peers can do it. Flexible format makes it easy to customize to any classroom activity.

   *How does it work?* [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7BZyROV6YII](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7BZyROV6YII)

2. Got It! By Learning Resources: This device features a 2-faced monster character, which pits players against each other for head-to-head play with twice the speed and skill challenge. It offers solo game play option if desired. It includes reading and math games with bonus rounds for high scores, motivating kids to succeed. Got It! provides immediate feedback through fun graphics and sound effects, and also allows for quiet play with adjustable volume control and 2 headphone jacks.

   *How does it work? ** Instruction Manual included**

3. Time Tracker Tags: Time Management System and Clock by Learning Resources: Use as hall passes for restroom breaks, errands and more than three passes in one convenient system. They allow teachers to easily and effectively manage the busy classroom. You can track progress from the three timers on the base station. Timers encourage independence, accountability and a natural sense of elapsed time as they count up or down. Each timer measures 3 1/2"H and features a light, an optional audio alarm, 30-second time warning, belt clip and wrist strap for maximum portability.

   *How does it work?* [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gz_hcbEcBFE](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gz_hcbEcBFE)

4. Time Tracker visual timer and clock by Learning Resources: This unique timer’s light and sound cues help to keep your whole class on track. Features 180° viewing and a large, easy to read LCD display. Allows quick
programming of 3 colored lights (red, yellow and green) and 6 sound effects that alert children to time remaining. Can be customized to suit your needs.

**How does it work?**  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yOb88Y2dl9Q](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yOb88Y2dl9Q)

5. **Woojer: Silent, Wearable Woofer by Woojer Ltd.:** Woojer is a matchbox-sized, wearable device that accurately reproduces bass frequencies and delivers the emotional tactile sensation directly to your body. When wearing Woojer you, literally, FEEL the sound of your favorite music & games. Woojer clips to your clothing and provides up to four hours of immersive audio. Compatible with standard 3.5mm jacks, Woojer connects with all standard headsets and audio sources. Simply plug and play.

**How does it work?**  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdUHjc8U1DE](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdUHjc8U1DE)